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Student Takeover! 

THE FIRST EVER STUDENT LEAD NEWSLETTER 

Kia ora koutou,  

This isn’t your average school newsletter, because it has been 
TAKEN OVER BY STUDENTS. What does that mean you may be 
asking? It means every single word printed on these lovely pages 
has been written by a student. From highlights of the term to 
amazing reviews, we hope this newsletter helps you to see school 
from our perspective, and for us students we hope you enjoy this, 
rather than just leaving it for your caregiver to read. A big thank you 
to everyone who has contributed to this newsletter in particular  to 
Vadea and Ruth for designing our awesome symbol as seen above. 
We hope everyone has a safe and awesome break. 
From Amalie, Isabella and Flynn (the editors) 
On behalf of all the amazing students of Mt Cook School 



Highlights of the term 
We chatted to kids about their highlights of the term and this is what they said: 

Thomas and Victoria Pekapeka/ Kereru 
This term we have enjoyed drawing and playing outside during play. I like to draw rainbows, my 
family and everyone at my school. When I’m outside I like to play picnic with my friends. We also 
love watching videos of people reading books on our tv. We watched someone read about ants 
that shared a bar of melted chocolate and about the very hungry caterpillar. We also liked 
writing about our favourite book for book week. 

 Ivy and Pepper in Kiwi 
Our highlights of the term are playing with our friends and in particular making stuff and 
drawing. We also love doing our elective which is the Roald Dahl elective. In our elective we 
enjoyed making bugs out of lollies, fruit and sticks, making our own mini chocolate factories and 
going on little treasure hunts. In class we love doing dances and buddy reading. 

Luca, Ekam and Natalie from Wetapunga 
I like creating things during play we make paper planes, finger luckies, secret swappers and do 
colouring in. We also like playing soccer outside with our friends. We liked making books about 
fairy tales for book week. We used photos and wrote about what happened at the beginning, in 
the middle and at the end. We also love doing our electives skateboarding/scootering and ASB. 
We like our electives because we get to plays games or go on our skateboard/ scooter. 

Paige from Tuatara   
I liked doing lots of extra reading during book week. In book week we basically had a day of 
reading instead of normal class stuff!!! Art is also a lot of fun in particular painting. It was fun 
when we did and art project around painting our names. I enjoy doing syndicate singing because 
we sing songs like baby shark!  



Savitre and Mercy mania 

We loved book week. In particular, how the library was decorated so beautifully! 
Vickie has been reading us books we’re learning a lot about insects! This year we 
made so many new friends and we play with them at break time.   

Aditi and Edward, Takahe 

We loved book week this year. It was fun reading all day and making book covers 
and decorations for our class. We have been enjoying electives, and all the cool 
activities we have been doing during them. 

Naavya and Taylor, Katipo 
We’ve enjoyed doing time capsules to start off the year. We also loved dressing up 
as a cat and ladybug for dress up day. Climbing up Mt Kau Kau for the school 
picnic was super fun! 

Jasper and Darius, Kowhai 

We are enjoying tech. Darius loved making his axe in woodwork. 
We also enjoyed our class novel Skink No Surrender, a good funny book 
for year 7 & 8’s. 

Tj and Sawayda, Harakeke 

Swimming at Khandallah park was super fun and the view from Mt 
Kau Kau was amazing. Positive Puberty was an awkward highlight. 
But we also liked hanging out with our friends and playing basketball. 
  
Frances, Kakapo 
Electives was fun I enjoyed screen printing I enjoyed doing our shared 
Van Gogh art and I like doing my ‘My Space’. I also love the class novel 
“Trash”. 



Great things to show your kids: 
The school holidays are coming up so we thought it would be great to give you a list of YouTube videos 
podcasts etc. for you to share with your kids that will be interesting, educational or just fun.  

Colossal Questions.  
These are videos for kids that answer all sorts of interesting questions in a fun way. From ‘How do we get 
headaches?’ to ‘What is the deadliest animal?’ and even ‘Why do we have nightmares?’ These videos 
answer big questions in a way that is interesting and enjoyable for kids. If you look up Colossal Questions 
these videos will be the first thing that comes up. 

Ted Ed 
Ted Ed is a website filled with videos of talks given by experts that discuss all sorts of interesting topics.  
These videos are more for older children (year 5 up) but are very interesting and can teach a lot. If you 
look up Ted Ed and go to their website and then hit student you can see all their videos and then filter them 
by subject. 

New Horizon Meditation 
New Horizon Meditation makes meditation videos for kids which are great to help us kids calm down when 
we’re feeling stressed. Their videos are positive and often include stories about animals, mystical 
creatures or treehouses. They have different kinds of meditation videos such as relaxation, meditation or 
sleep meditation (great for when kids are upset and can’t sleep). If you look up New Horizon Meditation 
their videos are the first to come up. 

National Geographic Kids 
This YouTube channel for kids from National Geographic uploads frequently with cool videos of awesome 
animals, fun science and colourful travel destinations. They don’t just limit themselves to the exotic either, 
there are plenty of programs that explore the wonders in your own backyard and even your own house 
pet. If you want to watch these then go to YouTube and search National Geographic Kids. 

Hei Hei 
Hei Hei is a website and free app with heaps of tv shows, videos, songs, games and audiobooks for kids. 
There are shows about animals, the ocean, science, cooking and shows in Te Reo. All shows, games etc are 
safe for kids to watch and listen to and there are no ads. If you search Hei Hei online you will find their 
website which should ether have the shows games etc. or give you a link to download the app. 

Circle Round podcast 
This podcast is made for kids aged 4-10 and is about folk tales. Each week they bring you a new story 
usually around 12 minutes long. You can find this podcast by looking it up online and then going to its 
website which you can play the podcasts from. You can also get the podcast on Apple podcasts which is a 
pre-downloaded app most Apple products have. 

But why? - a podcast for curious kids  
This is a podcast which answers all sorts of interesting questions that have been submitted by kids. The 
questions range from Who make laws? to Why do we laugh?  You can find this podcast by looking it up 
online and then going to its website which you can play the podcasts from. You can also get the podcast on 
apple podcasts which is a pre-downloaded app most Apple products have. 

Story Time 
Story Time is a podcast that is just under 20 minutes, where one original bedtime story is narrated by the 
soothing British host Rob Griffiths each week. You can find this video by looking up Story Time podcast and 
then going to its website which you can play the podcasts from.  
You can also get the podcast on apple podcasts which is a pre-downloaded app most apple products have. 

Short and curly podcast  
Short and Curly is a podcast aimed at children aged 6- 12. It discusses ethical/ philosophical questions 
such as ‘Is it ever ok to lie?’ and ‘Should chimps be treated the same as humans?’ You can find this podcast  
by simply looking it up on the internet. 



sketch, sketch, sketch . 
Mt Cook Kids are super creative!  

Here’s some of our awesome art 



Sport 

We chatted to some of our sportiest seniors to find out what was coming up in the 
world of Mt Cook School sport. We were told that netball at Evans Bay Intermediate 
was starting soon and everyone was excited to meet their new teams and get to know 
some of their classmates in a new way. Our year 8’s couldn’t wait to rep their school 
for a last time and hoped to inspire some younger Mt Cook students to give netball a 
go. Basketball at the ASB is also coming up. Those who we spoke to could not wait to 
start training and were hyped to meet their new teams. This year we are lucky to 
have some seniors coaching our middle basketball team with is really exciting. The 
sports leaders have been busy cleaning the P.E shed this term but are planning to run 
some sport tournaments next term for everyone at Mt Cook School to enjoy. 
[Information supplied by Lilly, Semhar, Chelsey and Dov] 
Jokes section 

Here are some great jokes to tell over the holidays written for us by Conal and Ja 

Hi this is Ja And Conal and welcome to the JOKE section. 

I'm reading a book about anti-gravity. It's impossible to put down! 

What do you call someone with no body and no nose? Nobody knows. 

Today, my son asked "Can I have a book mark?" and I burst into tears. 11 years old 
and he still doesn't know my name is Brian. 

Did you know the first French fries weren't actually cooked in France? They were 
cooked in Greece. 

Don't trust atoms. They make up everything! 

Clubs  
Some of our middles and seniors have started running clubs at lunch times here is 
some extra information about few of them.  

dance club 
Dance club is run on Thursday lunches for year one to three students. It is filled with 
music, fun dancing games and we sometimes even perform dances in front of the 
whole school. 
Isabella ,Navata and Gagana  

debating club   
Debating club is run for both middles and seniors and is a place for organised 
arguments. We discuss controversial topics such as 'Should we lower the voting age?’ 
and ‘Should we wear uniforms?’ Debating club is on every Tuesday. 
Isabella  

drama club  
Drama club is run on Monday lunchtime for juniors and Friday lunch for middles and 
seniors. It teaches drama skills through fun games and activities.  
John, Sally and Flynn  



REVIEWS  
We’ve talked to kids around the school to hear their views on the best books, movies 
songs, podcasts and board games. I hope you enjoy these reviews and they help you 
to know what to watch and read. 

Azrek - Kakapo 
This is a review of a TV show called Pingu. It is about a penguin that makes funny 
noises when he talks, like glop glop. It’s for all ages but in particularly younger 
children.  

Henry - Pekapeka/ Kereru 
Stick and Stone by Beth Ferry is my favourite book. I like Stick and Stone because 
they get lost and but then they find their way out. 

Lilly - Kakapo   
Lyla is a book based on the New Zealand earthquakes. I read it quite recently and I 
loved the way Fleur Beale (the author) described and showed the problems of the 
Christchurch earthquakes. Lyla is the main character in the book and I loved it 
when she rescued the puppy. I don’t think Lyla is actually a real person but I think 
that the stories Fleur Beale told in the book were true. And I think this make the 
story interesting and informative. Lyla is a senior fiction book so I would 
recommend this book for year 7 and 8s .   

John’s board game review 
Hive. Hive is an extremely fun game with elements of games like Chess. The aim of 
hive is to surround the opponents Queen bee with your own tiles. It is a game for 
two players. 

Darius’s movie review 
What I like about Jurassic Park is: They went to a dinosaur park and they saw baby 
dinosaurs. Then the dinosaurs attacked them and destroyed the museum at the 
park. You should watch this movie if you like seeing baby dinosaurs. I wish that in 
the movie they got King Kong to protect the humans during the fight at Jurassic 
Park 

Prateek - Kakapo 
This is a review on Masterchef. Masterchef is a show where you get a limited 
amount of time to make food. When the time is over the judges try the food and 
decide which dish is best. The people on the show are sensational at cooking. I 
would recommend this show for older children who like cooking or drama. 



Philippa -Kakapo 
The Amulet of Samarkand. I’m currently reading this book. This book is set in 
modern day London with one significant difference, the entire place is ruled by 
MAGICiANS! Not your usual la di da party hat. There are no lamo magicians, only 
proper ones. The main character summons up the 5000-year-old djinni and that’s 
where the trouble starts. I enjoy this book because it does not follow a basic story 
line. It’s basically set from the perspective of a bad guy trying to stop an even bigger 
bad guy. I recommend this book for any year 6-8 who loves a good book. 

Meghan - Takahe  
Hetty Feather is a very good book by Jacqueline Wilson. It is about a foundling 
orphan who longs to find her mother. This story is fill of adventure, happiness and 
heartbreak. Hetty is brave even though she’s been through a lot. I found that 
inspiring. This is the first book of the Hetty Feather series and I promise you will 
want to read more. 

Pranaya - Tuatara  
I’m reviewing one of my favourite series the Harry Potter series. This series is about 
a boy named Harry who goes to a school called Hogwarts for witches and wizards. 
They are detailed chapter books with a lot of imagination. This is the perfect series 
for any chapter book lover.  
  
Alyssa - Wetapunga 
Beauty and the Beast is a book about a girl and a boy. The boy got cursed by an evil 
witch and he turned into a beast then he fell in love with the girl and turned into a 
prince. I like how it has a happy ending, and I like the dress on Beauty.  

Hawa - Katipo 
The Ugly Vegetable is a picture book about a family making a soup out of an ugly 
vegetable. It's funny and it has beautiful drawings especially the flowers. 

Billy, Wetapunga 
Come Alive. It’s a song from the Greatest Showman, it starts off slow and gets loud 
and exciting. 
From the Other Side is an upbeat song from the same movie where one actor tries to 
get another actor to join the circus. This is a great song to dance to. 




